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Untitled Document
Unique opportunity, growing free database software community with ads business model,
software including all source code, websites and registered trademark for sale.

SQLDeveloper combines powerful free database tools for Oracle, MySQL and PostgreSQL
with ads model, The software contains more than 8 years development with more than
1.000.000 users around the world.

This offer is very interesting for companies who want to start ads business with a highly
recognize products brand.

Please find out more about the software at: http://www.sqldeveloper.net.

Introduction

SQLDeveloper and DreamCoder products are free database tools for the software
development world community .

After seven years in the market the products was released on full free version with ads support.
In May 2011, Since the beginning users have been very positive and today we have more than
290.000
visitors monthly to our ads campaign and each day is growing. The website is growing fast at
around
10.000
new members daily.
The reason we are selling SQLDeveloper division is that we have other project that are
increasingly demanding our attention.

Technical
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The DreamCoder tools has always been updated regularly. For the website we use Joomla.

Included in the sale

Source code for all three products.
Domains: sqldeveloper.net, sqlplex.com . They will all be transferred to you after signing of
the contract.
Trademarks : DreamCoder . They will all be transferred to you after signing of the contract.

Exit strategy

We are happy to work on a suitable exit strategy to make the transfer go as smooth as possible.

Price
The final price can be negotiated between the buyer and Mentat Technologies.

For more Information on this business opportunity email us at peter.tesone@mentattech.com
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